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NPR Labs Is Reorganized
Director Rich Rarey leaves; Labs
moves under corporate division
BY LESLIE STIMSON

Operations, Distribution and Broadcast
Engineering Marty Garrison.

NPR has moved its engineering
research cfiNision, NPR Labs, under its
corporate budget and out of the Distribution Division; I'm told that the entity will
no longer need to be solely self-supported by grants and other funding such as
corporate contracts. Coming at atime of
broader financial challenge for the organization, the change will help ensure the
long-term success of NPR Labs, according to NPR Vice President of Technology

However, the move comes at a cost;
NPR Labs Director Rich Rarey's position was eliminated, adecision Garrison
called "very difficult" in anote to broadcast staff. Rarey left at the end of July.
As of Aug. 1, NPR Labs became part of
the Technology & Operations Division.
Senior Technologist John Kean and
Technical Researcher Alice Goldfarb
remain; they will report to Chris Nelson,
(continued on page 3)
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Join Kean, Left, and

NPR LABS

Rich Rarey are shown
in the Listening area
of NPR Labs.

(continued from page 1)

director of technology strategy, who
adds director of NPR Labs to his title.
BACKGROUND
NPR Labs will turn nine years old
this fall. In aMarch 2005 opinion article
for Radio World, Mike Starling, then the
vice president of engineering and operations for NPR, wrote about the need for
an entity like NPR Labs.
He said technical research at one time
had played an important role in the industry, mentioning the role of past labs at
NBC and CBS, as well as the technical
unit of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting in the 1970s and ' 80s. Starling
called for the creation of a " lasting, public-service driven, radio broadcast technology research center" whose activities
would focus on the user experience.
He helped create NPR Labs that October and became its executive director. As
Iwrote at the time, its mission was to
provide system representation and technical expertise on regulatory and legislative issues important to the stations and
public radio system.
Early NPR Labs projects included
conditional access for the blind and hardof-hearing with the release of the Dice
ITR-100A, a "talking radio."
"Tomorrow Radio" was an early project; this was ajoint effort with Kenwood
USA and the former Harris Broadcast to
test the transmission and receive feasibility of multicast channels for HD Radio.
NPR Labs also helped the formation
of the Association of Public Radio Engineers. In 2006, it went to bat with NAB
to get the FCC. Sirius and XM to recognize the issue of signal leakage from
some aftermarket wireless FM modulators for satellite radio that were interfering with some broadcast radio stations.
BUDGET CONCERNS
Initially, NPR Labs constituted its own
department. In 2009, looking to increase
efficiencies, NPR moved it under its
Distribution Division. The Labs and Distribution had collaborated occasionally
on projects; NPR thought aligning them
more closely made sense at the time.
The move would also give Labs more
back-office support, freeing engineers to
focus on more technical tasks, according
to Starling and NPR Vice President of
Distribution Pete Loewenstein back then.
At that point NPR Labs was expected
to become self-sustaining, similar to the
Public Radio Satellite System, which
also was part of Distribution. With that
goal, Labs focused on grant-funded
work and expanded its scope to include
fee-based consulting services to public
radio stations, industry partners and
commercial clients.
Two projects Ithink of stand out here.

Labs conducted testing for the Broadcast
Traffic Consortium, of which NPR is a
member, to confirm that the HD Radio
datacasting stream had the capacity for
stations to offer traffic information; it
did. The Labs also performed research
for Nautel, validating the transmission
manufacturer's technology for asymmetrical HD sideband transmission, which it
says improves FM digital reception.
But recently, NPR overall experienced a budget shortfall of some $0)
million, and last year it offered buyouts
as part of a two-year plan to balance
its budget. Significantly, the network
eliminated a news show as well as 28
associated positions.
Starling had accepted that staff buyout, retiring in February. At that time,
Rarey, manager of strategic technology
applications for the Labs, was named
director.
Consequently, I'd heard rumors that
Labs had a budget shortfall but that
it was being handled internally. When
news of the latest changes became evident in July. 1asked aspokesman about
the Labs annual budget numbers and the
size of its shortfall; he said the network
hasn't publicy broken out the budget
numbers that way.
Starling and Rarey both declined
comment for this article.
OHS
Engineers in the public radio system
expressed shock at Rarey's departure,
and some questioned the future of Labs,
whose full-time personnel have now
been reduced by half.
One station engineer told me, "Severing Rich is aproblem for John Kean, not
only because of [Rarey's] proven technical expertise but also because of his
fundraising ability. [ Kean] will not have
time to canvas the industry looking for
projects. That will mean that their funds
will have to come 100 percent from the
NPR budget, at which time their contin
ued existence may be in question since
their projects relate most directly to

over-the-air" radio.
Another station engineering source
told me, "We'll see what happens, but I
suspect that when the contracts run out.
it's gone."
One such contract likely will end
soon; Ihear that a final report is due
Aug. 31 for the Department of Homeland
Security alerting project for the deaf and
hard of hearing. That testing, funded by
FEMA and managed by DUS, involves
development of an accessible FM RDS
receiver to be used in an emergency
alerting demonstration program in the
Gulf Coast region.
Labs has other projects in the works,
like working with the National Radio
Systems Committee on studies to determine compatibility of FM single-sideband transmissions and a study on AM
modulation-dependent carrier !evel transmissions.
GRANT-WRITING EXPERTISE
Garrison declined to list the NPR
Labs current contracts or their expiration dates. He said NPR Laos will be
able to tap in-house expertise for grant
application-writing.
He also says NPR Labs will continue.
"The scope and ambitions of the contracts underway with NPR Labs will not
change, and the group will remain an
industry leader in R&D projects such as
emergency alert messages for those who
are deaf or hard of hearing," Garrison
told me.
One noncommercial station engineering source quoted said losing Rarey will
also be aloss for Kean when he's stumped
on a project and needs someone with
technical expertise to bounce ideas off of.
Iposed this line of thinking to Garrison,
who responded: "NPR Labs' mission and
activities will remain the same and staff
will be able to get feedback aid support
from their colleagues within the division
that will enrich their work."
Garrison indicated Labs may hire
contractors in the future if necessary.
(continued on page 5)
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"I Cannot Live Without Books"
So said Tom Jefferson. Here are three he might take to the beach
authors include topics like next-generation radio, "hybrid" broadcasting, IPbased content production, HDTV and
"over the top" TV, mobile apps and so
ow would you go about explaining
forth. Yet they don't stint on the ABCs.
to a non-engineer the technical
concepts that might arise when working
The authors are Skip Pizzi, senior
director of new media technologies at
at a radio station, TV station or other
NAB. a veteran trainer-and-explainer of
digital media facility? "A Broadcast
technical concepts and a
Engineering Tutorial for
former RW contributor;
Non-Engineers" is most
A Broad cast
and Graham Jones, forhelpful.
Enginee ring
mer NAB senior direcThe fourth edition is
tor working on advanced
a 360- page paperback
Tutorial f
or
television issues.
published by Focal Press
Non-Eng ineers
They provide readand the NAB, and it
ers a broad survey via
seems more comprehendigestible explanations
sive and well thought out
rather than deep dives.
than Irecall from earlier
LtVE
So the next time areaversions. Its content is
sonably intelligent, nonbroken down logical]
technical colleague asks
into discussions about
you to explain Program
broadcasting
basics;
and Service Data, transstudios, production and
mitter remote control,
playout facilities; and
radio automation, EAS
transmission standards
or audio over IP, hand
and systems.
them this book.
Much about our media technolPrice: $44.95. Find it at www.
ogy world has changed in the nine
.focalpress.com.
years since the previous edition; so the
We haven't visited the Radio World
radio bookshelf in awhile!
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nxiety! Ignorance! Hubris! If you
like your summer reading hot,
John Nathan Anderson has a topic
for you: HD Radio. He attacks his
subject, almost literally (using words
like those above), in "Radio's Digital
Dilemma: Broadcasting in the TwentyFirst Century," published by Routledge.
The author is an assistant professor
and director of broadcast journalism in
the Department of Television and Radio
at Brooklyn College, City University of
New York, and aformer radio journalist. As he sees it, HD Radio
"pitted the nation's largest commercial and public
broadcasters against the
rest of the radio industry
and the listening public in
apitched battle over defining the digital future of the
medium."
The FCC, he writes in
the introduction, put its
faith in market forces to
govern our digital transition. "But this has not been
awinning strategy: adozen
years from its rollout. the

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane
state of HD Radio is one of dangerous malaise, especially as newer digital
audio distribution technologies fundamentally redefine the public identity of
'radio' itself."
Begun as adoctoral dissertation, the
book is essentially an extended essay on
the history of HD Radio with Anderson's pungent commentary. Anyone who
has followed the debate in our pages will
find this 188-page hardback thought-provoking. ( Indeed, Anderson frequently cites
articles in Radio World
and other industry publications to assess proand-con industry sentiment; and he quotes RW
and my own columns
extensively, though we
had no involvement in
the book.)
The book is pricy at
$125, though this is not
unusual for academic
works of its kind. See
(continued on page 6)
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NPR Labs will remain in its current space at NPR headquarters, which consists of an equipment area, aworkbench, a
listening room and office space.
Others in the larger radio community are watching this play
out with interest.
At Greater Media, Milford Smith, vice president of radio
engineering, told me: "Ican certainly say that we have always
valued the tremendous resource that NPR Labs and its staff
represent to the radio industry. It is largely unique in its expertise, knowledge and facilities and has done alot of extremely
valuable work that has helped the radio industry move forward
with new technology while in many cases helping us to better
understand current technology. Iwould surely hate to lose this
important broadcast laboratory; I'm not sure where one would
find an alternative."
"We really respect NPR Labs and its people, and look forward to continuing to cooperate as it evolves. Ithink NPR Labs
has done some great technical work that has helped support
the needs of not only public broadcasters but the industry as a
whole," Nautel Marketing Director John Whyte tells me.
At first glance, the change "doesn't bode well" for the future
of NPR Labs, according to one station-based engineer in the
public radio system.
I'm hoping that bringing Labs under NPR's corporate budget
umbrella gives it achance to ride out the financial storm and
rebuild. One of the engineers quoted above told me: "Ihope that
something will change and that Labs will find asolid source of
long-term funding, but Idon't see any clear path to that end."
ENGINEER'S ENGINEER
Rarey, who is also acontributor to Radio World, had been
with NPR 34 years, the last five at Labs.
In his note to staff, Garrison called Rarey "an engineer's
engineer — someone who has avisionary grasp of what is possible in broadcast engineering and the technical expertise to
bring those visions to life."
Rarey got his start with NPR in 1980 at NPR's Chicago
Bureau as a bureau engineer and technical director. He was
the first technical director for "Weekend Edition" and held
that post with "All Things Considered" as well as "Talk of the

NPR Labs' gear inctudes this equipment, aworkbench
area, audio tistering room and office space at NPR's new
headquarters in Washington.
Nation" and other NPR programs. He co-engineered the first
national Dolby Surround FM broadcast for NPR's "Weekend
Edition Sunday" in 1992.
In D.C., Rarey became supervisor of NPR's Master Control
in 2000, overseeing the systems at the heart of NPR's audio
content intake and control. In 2008 he moved to NPR Labs as
manager of strategic technology applications, architecting and
designing key projects including prototyping systems to support access to radio content by those who are deaf or hard of
hearing, as well as listeners with visual impairments.

29
29, 30
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To get your crabs and oysters to market, the drawbridge over
Cambridge Creek operates 23 hours aday, 365 days ayear. WHCP
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intends to use PAD RT to notify drivers of the bridge opening.

LPFM
(continued from page 1)
R-Ariz., and thenSen. Barack Obama,
DAIL, were both big supporters of the
Local Community Radio Act of 2010,
which relaxed the third-adjacency channel restrictions. More than 1,000 new
LPFMs are currently in the pipeline.
Thanks to the online resources from
the FCC, Prometheus and RecNets, finding an available channel and applying for the construction permit couldn't
have been easier. It beats the months of
labor, thousands in consulting expenses
and hundreds of pages of supporting
exhibits filed when applying for my first
construction permit in 1975. The FCC's
processing was aBlitzkrieg pace — an
early December notice of acceptance for
filing, January cutoff date and aFeb. 10
construction permit award.
So, with the clock ticking on the
18-month time window for construction,
and having just retired from National
Public Radio at the helm of NPR Labs, it
was time to get busy on the latest "2and
raise" campaign. The designation "2"
often refers to the transmitter "plates"
channel on a remote control system;
thus the term "2 and raise" has been
used frequently as engineering slang for
"sign-on."
THE PROCESS TO DATE
There's an old saying I've learned
over four decades of radio immersion:
Successful projects turn on three things:
time, quality and money. Pick two.
Most LPFMs will enjoy tight budgets.
And Ido mean enjoy. The freedom to
have creative fun in radio starts with
a no-sweat bottom line. Since we have
to take the time to launch it as smartly
and frugally as possible, I'm targeting a

I

July 4, 2015 sign-on.
One of the best things Idid to prepare
was going to the 2014 NAB Show to kick
the tires on the key technical systems
that will be the heart of WHCP(LP).
Cambridge, Md. On the LPFM listservs,
I'm reminded of the old limbo chant,
"How low can you go?" Thanks to a $40a-day Airbnb studio apartment, frequent
flier miles, an $ 11-a-day rental car and
free exhibits, attending NAB 2014 cost
less than $300. It was worth thousands.
The focus was narrowly on the lowest-priced, highest-quality, most-reliable
studio and transmission equipment
available. A few minutes talking shop
with the illuminati at the Association
of Public Radio Engineers and Nautel

BOOKS
(continued from page 4)
www.routledge.com or try online book vendors, which often carry discounts.
In an interview published on Routledge's
website, Anderson adds that radio studies
in general have been "grossly neglected" by
scholars, though he senses a resurgence of
interest in recent years. "I'm hoping that my
work may spark some debate and perhaps
inspire others to take acloser look at broadcasting, its structure and its values," he said then.

A

nd I can hardly write a book column
without mentioning Arcadia Publishing's
regional radio series, part of its "Images of
America" lineup.
"Capital Region Radio 1920-2011" was written by cousins John Gabriel and Rick Kelly, natives of the region."Capital Region" here refers to the New York capital of Albany
and surrounding Hudson Valley area, notably the towns of
Schenectady and Troy.

NUG provided access to decades of
practical community radio wisdom. It
has been many years since I've put a
soldering iron to the air chain of aradio
station, and such wisdom is invaluable;
it's a good thing we've moved on to
crimping Ethernet instead.
KNOW YOUR COMMUNITY
Understanding our community of
license is critical. While I've lived in
and frequented Cambridge on weekends
for a dozen years, my grandchildren
will of course, still be considered "come
here's." I've studied the history, upgraded a post-Victorian in the historic district, joined clubs and boards, attended
city council and planning commission

As our Gear & Technology Editor
Brett Moss noted in arecent blog post,
that area has adeep radio history thanks
to the presence of a General Electric
facility that became involved in the
early radio broadcast industry. With GE
leading the way and providing facilities,
WGY, one of the first major stations,
was born. Under the early guidance
of Kolin Hager, the station was a pioneer in programming and broadcasting
practices such as remotes; and it could
operate as atest bed for new equipment.
The book is particularly strong on
the top 40 era when WTRY, WPTR and
others battled it out for music supremacy
and names such as "Boom Boom" Brannigan, Rick Snyder, Jay Clark, Dan Martin, Lee Gray and Joe Condon rode the
air. The authors acknowledge that those were the years they
were growing up, listening to and falling in love with radio.
"Capital Region Radio 1920-2011" is from Arcadia Publishing and lists for $21.99. It also features one of my favorite
book covers of all time. Woof!

meetings and gotten to know anumber
of key community leaders.
Its a vibrant community in transition from its seafood industry roots to
a tourist-based economy. Downtown is
thriving with destination restaurants, art
galleries and a committed Chesapeake
College satellite campus.
Cambridge is aracially diverse community of 12,000 and serves as the
county seat for Dorchester County.
We are less than an hour south of the
Chesapeake Bay Bridge, right in the
heart of the Eastern Shore.
It has multiple waterfronts, aworking
drawbridge and a lot of talented, smart
people working together to build agreat
community. From my third-floor office,
Ihear the bells on the old City Clock
Tower on the hour, the steam toots of the
"Dorothy & Meagan" and "Choptank
River Queen" paddle-wheelers, the bells
on the drawbridge when it opens, and the
lovely sounds of "Miss Molly," aneighbor who sings old standards and gospel
songs most days for hours in her back
yard. It's an idyllic life for akid from the
row houses of east Baltimore, now coming off aquarter century of "jacket and
tie" days inside the D.C. beltway.
FUNDING, HISTORY
It will take about $20,000 to build the
station and another $24,000 annually to
operate. Half of the construction dollars
are in the bank and I'm confident about
securing donations for the other half.
It's the operating budget that is the
focus to apply the "how low can you go"
limbo rule. You can't do good service if
you don't survive, and keeping the overhead modest will be key to long-term
survival.
(continued on page 8)
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LPFM

"Cambridge, MD — A Great Place to Be" will be the on- air slogan for
WHCP(LP), 101.7 FM, with the state pronounced "em-dee."

(continued from page 6)
The licensee for WHCP(LP) is Historic Cambridge Inc., the nonprofit that
was instrumental in getting the state of
Maryland to establish the historic district in Cambridge back in 1990. Four
state governors called it home, and High
Street serves as agateway, which James
Michener called " the prettiest street in
Maryland."
Now, with newcomers settling here in
increasing numbers as we baby boomers
retire from nearby Washington, Baltimore and Philadelphia, there is a real
need for reliable information and community networking. And Historic Cambridge is offering us inexpensive studio
space, built-to-suit, as they renovate a
main street storefront.

ADIFFERENT KIND OF STATION
We are already brainstorming on
ways to make WHCP unique.
We'll take apage from the BBC's Big
Ben and place amicrophone in the City
Clock Tower to hear the hourly chimes
live, with ospreys and cityscape below.
Many agree that we need an Angie's
List in Cambridge; but this community
is too small to sustain one — or is it?
Members of the station will be invited
annually to nominate and vote on the
"best of Cambridge" businesses. The
winners will be listed as "ShoreGood"
businesses on our website and reinforce
the ShoreGood community campaign
promoted on-air. It should help build
goodwill, station website traffic and
help great businesses attract new customers. It's just an idea at this stage, but
I'm checking it out with FCC attorneys
familiar with the nuances and policy
precedents of the underwriting rules.
WHCP is exploring a "sister station"
project with Developing Radio Partners,
which has helped establish and support
dozens of community radio stations,
primarily in Africa and Mongolia. DRP
is headed by NPR founder Bill Siemering; former NPR President Kevin Klose
is on its board. Weekly, we'll air an hour
of their best programming via FTP and
offer them the same. Each community
gets to hear an hour of life from halfway
around the world. Twice ayear we will
open the phones via Skype and let our
listeners ask their listeners questions and
vice versa. We will encourage our listeners on our website to make adonation to
their pledge drive.
We are exploring automating a PAD
display of "Cambridge Creek Bridge
Open," alerting drivers of the option to
take the alternate Cedar Street entrance
into downtown. The Cambridge drawbridge is one of the busiest drawbridges
in the state; "openings" can cause afiveminute delay right when you're in ahurry.
Cambridge has a satellite campus
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for Chesapeake College, headquartered
in Wye Mills, Md. Practical training in
electronic media fundamentals should
be a great fit for their students and
WHCP's community service mission.
The plan is to offer aformal internship
program in which the students receive
practical training on the art, science
and business practices of a progressive
media outlet — online and on-air, up
close and in-person. They'll be taught
mic techniques, station operations, interviewing skills, basic computer skills,
social networking and automation basics
and even vintage slip-cuing for vinyl,
as well as current tools for sending
artist and title information to the RDS
encoder. We'd love to be an HD Radio
station with multicast channels for the
local schools, and to offer aradio reading service; but one step at atime. An
introductory student exercise will be to
record and edit aShore Life Story with

community elders to tell about their lives
growing up here. I've already purchased
a bunch of Tascam DR-5s for field
recording on sale from BSW.
What about not just covering the
City Council meeting, but enabling it?
What so many small communities lack
is active civic engagement. So let's make
it easy. WHCP will offer not just to air
important meetings live, but to outfit the
council chambers with a Polycom conferencing system for use during public
comment times by those unable to attend
in person. They call us and register to
comment; we call them back to avoid
any "anonymous disruptiveness" pranks,
keeping aprofanity delay in-line should
anyone be passionate about trash pickup
schedules.
QUALITY, PRICE
Most purchases represent compromises between price and quality. Iam by

NEWSROUNDUP
EAS TEST: FEMA's Integrated Public Alert & Warning
System Program Management Office is targeting late
2015 for another national EAS test; Radio World broke
that news last month. Sources said several steps must
be taken first. FEMA has bench-tested the transmission,
encoding and decoding of aCommon Alerting ProtocolEAS message with aNational Periodic Test header; the
next step involves sending aCAP-EAS message with an
NPT event code through IPAWS OPEN in aclosed test in
West Virginia; that test is slated tentatively for Sept. 17.
West Virginia Broadcast Association Executive Director
Michele Crist says stations would report back to the
WVBA after the test, noting whether they received and
retransmitted the alert along the daisy chain.
BBG: The House passed abill to reform U.S. international
broadcasting. It would replace the Broadcasting Board of
Governors with the U.S. International Communications
Agency, and appoint afull-time chief executive officer. It
would also "express the sense of Congress" that Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty, Radio Free Asia and the Middle East
Broadcast Network should be merged. It's not clear whether the Senate plans to take up the legislation.
IHEARTRADIO: Clear Channel Media and Entertainment
added Mexico's Grupo ACIR radio stations to its iHeart-

nature notoriously cheap. For an earlier
project at an AM daytimer, Ibought a
1946 Collins 20V that had been through
asite fire, paying $450. But six months
after sign-on, the station ended up being
off the air for afull week at atime when
Ishould have been out in the community instead of designing and building
solid-state replacements for the charred
mercury vapor rectifiers.
So I've looked hard at the costs and
benefits of buying off-shore, less-expensive transmitters, and also lower-priced,
quality transmitters from the usual suspects. In the end, after looking at them
all and listening carefully to the hundreds of engineers in the room at the
NAB Nautel User's Group, I decided
to buy a Nautel VS-300. With a sale
underway providing the internal Orban
audio card option for free, I couldn't
resist making the purchase. I've also got
a production room with a 16-channel
Behringer Eurorack, and vintage EV
and Heil microphones on hand. The Heil
mic, atoken of appreciation Ireceived in
conjunction with the 2005 Radio World
Excellence in Engineering Award, will
make a great control room mic with
WHCP on the flagstand.
In afuture story I'll focus on WHCP\
experiences with the nitty gritty of finding and negotiating favorable tower
space, STL strategy and mixing consoles — all marching towards firing up
100,000 milliwatts of community radio
into the " MidShore" aether!
Comment on this or any story; email
radioworldenbmedia.com with Letter to
the Editor in the subject line.

Radio Hispanic Network. ACIR owns and/or operates 55
stations in Mexico. Clear Channel will also become the
digital ad sales seller for the Mexican outlets, swapping
out local Mexican station ads and replacing them with
U.S. consumer-targeted spots.
NABA: Emmis ComT.,
North American
munications, part of an
r ...-.
—7
nacicasters Associatin
industry push for FM
reception in cellphones,
joined the North American Broadcasters Association. The
Toronto-based group comprises broadcasters, regional
networks and specialty service broadcasters; they handle
issues facing broadcasters in Canada, Mexico and the U.S.
Emmis enrolls as an associate member, joining NAB, NPR,
PBS. Among full radio/TV members are CBC/Radio Canada,
CBS, Disney/ABC and Univision. Emmis Chief Technology
Officer Paul Brenner becomes vice chair of NABA's expanding radio committee; Julie McCambley, director of radio
production at CBC/Radio Canada, chairs that committee.
"The globalization of technology has forced companies
to look well beyond country- by-country," Brenner said.
"We must rethink the ways of the past that focused on
technology for technology's sake or improvements to specific broadcast-related technology and strive to change
perceptions of our medium. Think differently. Universal
compelling content, whether aural, visual, analog, digital
or hybrid solutions that blend bidirectional technologies,
are goals we should all aspire to accomplish together."
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Reduce Noise by Making Fan Substitutions
Also, achart that simplifies decision- making fo- engineers

WORKBENCH
II by John Bisset
Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

The

longevity of some older broadcast gear is a real testament to its
manufacturing techniques and design.
The Marti STL-8 is no exception.
Charles "Buc" Fitch, P.E., had one of
these STL transmitters on his bench. He
changed out the very noisy AC cooling
fan for avery quiet DC fan.
The replacement runs well. To
avoid adding to the regulator load, Buc
grabbed a sample of the raw 18-volt
bus and put a 1/2-watt, 5.6-volt zener in
line with the fan. This holds the voltage
around 12 or 13 volts for the 12-volt fan.
The 120 milliamps from the fan,
flowing through that 1/2-watt zener, is
just about 1/2 watt, so Buc made certain
the zener is mounted in the fan air flow
to keep it cool. It should have been a
1-watt unit, but Buc didn't have one
handy.
Buc settled on the DC fan because an

Fig. 1: The Marti STL-8 with its AC cooling fan.
AC replacement fan motor is expensive.
Instead, he found 10 DC fans for $ 10.
Plus the DC fans are more readily available. You can't beat $ 1per fan!

The DC fan is smaller in depth, and
thus makes adjusting the first stage of
capacitors a lot easier — your hand or
screwdriver no longer gets caught in the

32S series and KWM-2As, Philip would
use a scrap of five-level teletype tape,
which was yellow paper about 3/4-inch
wide. It had a hint of lubricant in it to
help the tape punches and readers stay
smooth, as well as to collect paper dust.
Philip would crease a few inches
lengthwise, power down the rig, remove
the RF cage around the finals, and carefully run the paper between the unenergized contacts while gently pressing the
contacts together.
This paper would be hard to find
these days! If you know good sources,
pass them along to me at johnpbissete
gmail.com.
Philip says GC Electronics still
makes little diamond-faced steel burnishing tools. The company has two
sizes, part number 9337 and the larger
9338. Of course, these, too, are going to
remove alittle metal from your contacts,
so use them with caution.
Head to www.gcelectronics.com and
search for those parts to see information
and pricing. Thanks Philip for atip that
will guard against intermittents.
Philip Barnes-Roberts can be reached
at pbarnrobeacm.org.

W

e'll wrap up this column with
a fun flowchart sent in by Jim
Davies over at the University of Iowa,
seen in Fig. 4. Yes, this flow chart really
does simplify your toolbox. He's not
sure who originated this fun image; if
you know, share with us so we can tell
readers.
•
ENGINEERING FLOWCHART
DOES IT MOVE

NO

YES

SHOULD IT>

SHOULD IT

NO

Fig. 2: Buc's DC fan replacement.

YES

NO

NO

PROBLEM

PROBLEM

NO

Fig. 4: The engineer's decision- making
tool box.
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Fig. 3: Buc cheated on the zener rating by mounting it in

AC fan blade as you adjust.
Connect the fan to the raw supply
and use a 1-watt zener to drop the voltage to 12 V for the fan, and you're done.
Thanks, Buc, for this noise-elimination tip.

UM

1

the fan's air flow.

*de
SANDIES

,

DYNAMAX MX SERIES

Dhilip

Barnes-Roberts saw our tip
about cleaning relay contacts and
drew on experience from his military
service.
To slightly burnish the T/R relays in
Collins S-Line transmitters, such as the

Jim can be reached at jim-daviese
uiowa.edu.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll
help your fellow engineers and qualify
for SBE recertification credit. Send
Workbench tips to johnpbisset@gmail.
corn. Fax to (603) 472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 44
years in the broadcasting industry and
is still learning. He handles West Coast
sales for the Telos Alliance. He is SBE
certified and is a past recipient of the
SBE's Educator of the Year Award.
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Unlicensed Bands Offer Opportunities
Use Industrial, Scientific and Medical bands for VVi-Fi links
BY TOM VERNON
Much of the equipment in today's
transmitter sites has an Ethernet jack
on the back. An Internet connection is
very nice to have — or in the case of
"anywhere-anytime" access to remote
control, it's downright necessary.
The traditional means of connecting
to the transmitter site has been leased
telephone lines or some form of STL
microwave connection. More recently,
Wi-Fi links in the unlicensed Industrial,
Scientific and Medical bands have been
used by some pioneering stations.
This was the topic of an engineering
session at this year's NAB Show titled
"Broadcast Applications in the Unlicensed Wi-Fi Bands — It's Not as Bad
as You May Think!" Despite the somewhat foreboding title, presenters Steve
Johnston, director of engineering and
operations at Wisconsin Public Radio,
and Kevin Trueblood, WPR broadcast
engineer, find many good reasons for
utilizing these unlicensed channels.
ISM ADVANTAGES
In the past, operations in the ISM
bands have been cost-prohibitive, slow
and tedious. But recent advances in the
technology have made them much more
affordable, spacious and robust.
There are also several advantages.
By extending the station's LAN to the
transmitter site, you can take advantage
of the virtual schematic function included with most remote control gear. This
allows you to see status indications and
control functions throughout the plant.
Another benefit of extending the station LAN to the transmitter is that,
with the newest generation of audio
codecs and aWi-Fi link, you can create
anew STL for afraction of the cost of
a traditional licensed STL system. An
IP-based phone extension can also be
installed at the transmitter, saving the
cost of a traditional phone line, with
the proviso that it is properly set up for
911 calls.
There's good news and bad news
with operations in the unlicensed bands.
The cost of equipment is significantly less than what you'd spend on

licensed equipment. There is no need
for frequency coordination, nor any
need to relicense if you move facilities.
Depending on the band used, there may
be some advantages in terms of susceptibility to rain and snow fade.
Band
902 - 928 Mhz

tower. Precautions need to be taken for
lightning and surge protection. That
means using outdoor-rated, shielded
Cat- 6 Ethernet cable, grounding it and
using ferrite chokes. Surge protection
on power-over-Ethernet connections is

an especially attractive option due to the
low cost of equipment.
A high data throughput is ideal, but
it can come at the cost of large bandwidth. This may result in interference
or difficulty in establishing a solid
link. The solution may be to reduce
bandwidth from the default 20 MHz to
3or 5MHz.
Johnston and Trueblood reminded
attendees of the old maxim: Never
Disadvantages

Advantages
*May already have necessary hardware

*Channel space is limited

*Can be combined onto existing 950 Mhz STL

*Harmonics fall within licensed spectrum

*Not limited to Ethernet - antenna can be higher
*Best propagation
2.40 - 2.485 Ghz

*Good tolerance for path obstruction

*Most used by consumer devices

*40-50 miles possible

*More prone to interference
*If increase antenna gain, then reduce TX power out
*Fewer channels to operate simultaneously on

5.15 - 5.825 Ghz

*5.8 Ghz less tolerant of obstructions than 902 Mhz

*Less interference
*Antenna gain may be increased without reducing

or 2.4 Ghz
*Signal may not go as far as on other bands

TX power
*Greater number of channels in 5.8 Ghz band
24.0 - 24.25 Ghz

*Large throughput

*Subject to rain fade

*Less interference

*Only useful for very short links

This chart shows advantages and disadvantages to operating in four of the unlicensed bands.
The bad news, of course, is that your
frequency is not protected. You are on
your own to resolve any interference
problems that may arise after your system becomes operational.
Johnston and Trueblood note that the
four most widely used unlicensed bands
are 902-928 MHz, 2.40-2.48 GHz,
5.1 -5.825 MHz and 24.0-24.25 GHz.
There are advantages and disadvantages
to operating in each of these bands, and
these are summarized in the table above.
THE RULES
While these bands are unlicensed,
there are some ground rules that need
to be followed. The maximum allowed
transmitter power in all bands is 1watt.
The maximum effective isotropic radiated power is 4 watts in the 900 MHz
and 2.4 GHz bands. The maximum
EIRP in the 5.8 GHz band is 12 watts.
There are exceptions. Power is limited
to 160 mW from 5.15-5.25 GHz and and
800 mW from 5.25-5.35GHz
Broadcasters have some advantages
over other tenants of the ISM bands.
Access to "vertical real estate" in the
form of tall towers and rooftop sites
allows them to literally rise above much
of the interference and noise. Many of
the newer receivers are software-based,
and have built-in spectrum analyzers,
which enable you to find the quietest
channel.
Unlicensed Wi-Fi gear is no different than anything else you put on a

also agood idea.
If the link is to be used for audio or
video links with a large data stream,
take the necessary steps to keep latency
low and consistent. This means selecting a channel with the lowest interference and using transceivers from
the same manufacturer on each end.
While there is usually compatibility among various manufacturers' equipment, experience has
shown that mixing them up
can sometimes add latency.
Many Wi-Fi devices can
act like a home wireless
router, with the ability to
accommodate many host
connections. The problem is, this adds latency.
If you're using just two
devices, be sure to select
point-to-point mode.
Lastly, be sure to turn off all
firewalls, DHCP and routing within the access point. Keeping devices in
a simple bridge mode enables them
to simply transmit packets without
further processing.
For backup, users may want
to deploy Wi-Fi links in different bands. For example, if you
have a 5.8 GHz link and a
licensed 950 MHz link, you
can add a902 MHz link,
and set it up for automatic failover to the
5.8 GHz link. This is

assume. With unlicensed Wi-Fi, don't
assume that because you are in an
urban area there will be interference.
Also, just because you're in arural area,
don't assume there are no other users.
Wireless Internet Service Providers are

Ubiquiti's
Rocket Dish antenna
is available for the
2.4 and 5GHz unlicensed
Wi-Fi bands.
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Hardware Accelerated Performance
Ubiguiti's custom silicon provides hardware- accelerated processiag
dramatically improving TOMA latency

Ubiquiti's AirGrid antenna operates on the 5.8 GHz band.

tem exceeded Johnston and Trueblood's expectations. With 40 MHz of bandwidth, they were getting 100 MB of throughput. After some tweaking,
which involved taking the link out of Auto mode, a
latency of 2-3 milliseconds was achieved. Next, they
installed two Barix audio codecs running in linear
PCM WAV mode for the STL. With bandwidth
left over, two more Barix codecs were installed
for backhaul audio from a satellite downlink at the
transmitter.
The installation was completed more than 14
months ago. So far, the system has been trouble free.
Tom Vernon is a longtime contributor to Radio
World. Find more of his articles by searching keyword " Vernon" on radioworld.com.
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Logitek
Ubiquiti's AirView software enabies
RF energy visualization in the
2.4 GHz unlicensed Wi-Fi band.

Mosaic

EARLY ADOPTER
Wisconsin Public Radio was an early
adopter of this wireless Wi-Fi technology at their WHA Madison flagship
station. The combination of difficulties
with maintenance of an aging equalized
phone loop to the transmitter and low
cost of 5.8 GHz equipment pushed the
purchase decision.
A topographic survey revealed there
was aclear line-of-sight path for the two
miles between studio and transmitter.
A Ubiquiti AirGrid 5.8 GHz link with
27 dBi of gain was installed. The total
cost for the radio gear and 1,000 feet of
shielded Cat-5e cable was around $350.
Despite the low cost, the new sys-

Networked Console Systems

Fax: 713.664.4479
www.logitekaudio.com

Digital Console

Performance for your most
demanding operators

The total cost for
the radio gear and 1,000
feet of shielded Cat-5e
cable was 3r3und $35C.

often power users of these bands, and
there can be agreat deal of congestion.
Finally, some consideration needs to
be given to security_ Anyone who can
hack into your Wi-H link is on the station's LAN. Using WAP2-AES encryption should be standard. Also, be sure to
hide your SSID or Wi-Fi name so it is
not obvious who you are. A name such
as "WXXX transmitter" may attract
extra attention from hackers.

Toll Free: 800.231.5870

New styling, new features, same great Logitek performance
Logitek's updated Mosaic console is built to handle the rigorous demands of on-air, production or news mi> ing
for radio or television.

1

Powered by Logitek JetStream Audio Networking, the Mosaic offers the flexibility of AolP within astreamlir ed.

desktop-friendly design. Consoles are available in sizes ranging from 4to 24 faders, with 2different sizes ol
meter bridges. Bright, easily read OLED screens are used throughout for source identification and confidenze

metering; illuminated rotary controls and programmable backlighting for on/off and selector buttons allow

custom color- coding for operators and easy operation in any type of studio lighting.
An updated Softkey module incorporates dedicated profanity controls and eight Quick- Select buttons for mix
changes, transmission switching, studio switching and more; an optional Source Selector module adds five
more Quick-Select router controls.

Call today to schedule your demo of the Mosaic, or another of Logitek's digital consoles based on our exclusive
Dense Node IP Architecture.
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TECHTIPS

Let me offer asuggestion to those who are speaking before alive group
or for video. This is becoming increasingly pertinent as more radio stations
are encouraging broadcasters to use multimedia coverage for events.
Please hold the microphone away from your mouth. Much of the enjoyment is found in seeing someone speak. Covering aface with amicrophone
keeps viewers from experiencing the expressions and emphasis in aspeech or
song. Some of us supplement our hearing by reading lips.
If the microphone needs to be close, have it resting on the chin and talk
over it. The sound will be just fine. Trust me. Television reporters do it that
way, and everyone else should too.
Pass this tip on to everyone you know. It makes perfect sense.

111111111111

is usually plenty of noise in the packed
arenas, so an extra microphone is not
normally needed.
Keep in mind that too much crowd
noise can mask what an announcer is
saying, and unfortunately that is bad
too. Occasionally there is a situation
where acrowd mic will hear afan using
four-letter words. Good microphone
placement should more or less eliminate
that problem, so Iwouldn't use that as
an excuse not to use acrowd mic.
Our local high school football team
competed for the state championship
title last fall. Iwas in a car listening

not have much audio headroom. Voice
peaks can easily be clipped by running
the audio into the red on aVU meter.
Listeners quickly will tire of distorted
audio. Give the listeners a break and
increase listener retention by keeping
the audio clean. It makes aworld of difference, especially for listeners who are
only mildly interested in the event. Those
people typically tune out from fatigue.
If you have the choice between more
audio level or less audio level, less is
better. Peak clipping distortion is an
easy way to grate on listeners' nerves.
A similar situation happens when

1111111.11r

Capture the
Sporting Spirit,
Get in the Game!
immogimmw_Ami
Don't be afraid to use crowd noise in your
audio mix for that in-the-stands sound
BY MARK PERSONS
When mixing audio at a sporting
event, broadcasters need to think in terms
of the listeners rather than themselves.
It is my observation that a majority
of small-market sportscasters do not
understand the concept of deploying a
crowd microphone.
Yes, we go to alot of trouble to make
radio studios quiet (as we should). The
situation is much different when away
from astudio.
Listeners should be treated to the
sounds of what is happening, not just
announcers' voices. Remember, listeners tune into a sporting event on the
radio because they cannot be there
in person. It makes perfect sense to
demonstrate the flavor of the scene by
putting a microphone out to pick up
crowd and action noises. So many times
you hear announcers close-talking their

microphones, so much so that you might
think they were doing the broadcast
from astudio rather than abaseball or
football stadium.
Announcers must stop thinking that
listeners are tuning in to hear them. Mix
the audio so the listener feels he or she
is sitting at the game.
If you were in the stands at agame
and there was little or no crowd noise,
you would feel there was something
wrong. It is the sound of the crowd
reaction and the clash of players or bats
against balls that give alistener amore
complete sensory experience.
Almost any inexpensive or beat-up
old microphone will do to pick up crowd
sounds. It doesn't even need to have
good frequency response.
The big guys will use amicrophone
just to pick up the crack of abat at professional baseball games.
Basketball games are different. There

It is the sound of the crowd reaction and the clash
of players or bats against balls that make alistener
have amore complete sensory experience.

to the first hall ol the game. No crowd
microphone was used and it sounded
very dry. When I reached home and
turned on a television Idiscovered the
television folks had employed a crowd
microphone. It was an entirely different
sound and was a much more exciting
game even when Iclosed my eyes to
just hear the audio. ( Did you get that?
Television had better sound than radio!)
Again, sports announcers should not
think of themselves first; instead, they
should think of the listener. When they
bring in crowd noise, they capture the
spirit of the event and have an entirely
different presentation.
BAD AUDIO
On another matter, more audio is not
necessarily better — it is usually worse.
Watching VU levels is critical to
keeping announcer audio clean. As an
engineer, I have often been appalled
at how bad audio can be from agame
when it did not need to be if audio
levels had been watched more closely.
Mic gain should be set before the game
for the loudest possible level when the
announcer shouts during a touchdown,
etc. Remote broadcast units typically do

announcers close-talk a microphone
to the point where breath noises and
p-popping occurs. It's not pleasant for
the listener. Remember, radio is communication should be between one
announcer and one listener at a time.
That personal one-on-one relationship
is a hallmark of the most successful
announcers.
One way to help fix this problem is
for sports announcers to listen to their
own audio in an air check, just like studio announcers do. Sportscasters could
learn something from that time-honored
technique. If they sit back and listen
to more than the game score, it might
come to them that the listener is not
hearing the game the way afan would
in the stands if he had a good buddy
explaining the action to him.
Yes, sports announcers paint word
pictures with narration, but the crowd
reaction and play sounds are important
parts of a broadcast. Best not to leave
the extra sounds out.
Mark Persons WOMH, CPBE, has
over 30 years' experience. He has written numerous articles for industry publications over the years. Learn more at
www.mwpersons.com.
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"Op X is easy to look at, simple to
use, and really keeps the station
moving. New York is the # 1market
in the country and Op X makes us
sound like it!"
-John Foxx

tea,

Program Director
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Ask us about4
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•Modular Operation in Op- X allows for a
tiered system at a fraction of the cost of its
competitors.

app1

•Each studio client is capable of accessing all
Audio Server modules on the network.
•Remote voice-tracking allows for creation of
content for remote studios also running Op- X.
•The revolutionary design of Op- X's clock
builder turns the previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into afew simple clicks.
•Share serial devices from any machine using
the Op- X Serial Server.

iPad app Features

nr*

Live show real-time control from almost anywhere
A powe,rfJI tool for remotes or voice tracking
Take a show on the road
Start, stop, copy and paste functions from the log
• Insert audio items into the log

•Importing logs now gets its own module that
takes confusion out of the process.

• Initiate audio playback from hot buttons

•Engineers will enjoy Op- X because it's easy
to install. maintain, and has automatic backup
features.

• Secure access to your system

• Run macro command from hot buttons

Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc

RADIO AUTOMATION SOFTWARE
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the world's finest IP Audio systems inside the world's finest radio studios
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No Stopping WheatNet-IP BLADEs

ble P

Contirvue IP audio front, the studio to the transmitter site.

'AD>n

ow.•
Mi,7w,
WheatNet-IP

They're unstoppable, these BLADEs. By connecting a Wheat Net-IP BLADE I/O unit
to each end of an IP wireless audio SIL, you can continue IP audio from the studio

2•=2:3

Used As IP STL
P« Pam. Pnce...

to the transmitter site. IP rad os connect to the switches on each end, which can

V-81,1

14.ADE

connect to BLADEs already ir use for manacing audio and any devices hanging off
the network. If the IF radio should 'ose connection, the BLADES will not only detect

s.,••.•••

MUM

silence, it can trigger the startup of playbacii< audio stored or the unit itself.
For other helpful uses for new or existing BLADEs go to....

IIKKIEW OK. W ENGINE

AUDIO coNsot...conneat sureAce

INN13..vvheatston.e.conn

Multimedia Madness
Rethinking radio because of
multimedia? We re auting
more shared resources
on the WheatNet-IP aucbc
netvvork and discovering
some interesting uses far
togic, including video
following audio.
If you wanted to mess with cameras al day you wouldn't have gone into
radio, right? It's not just YouTuoe, either. Or the station webste that needs

Something New is in (on) the Air

a continual stream of video and audio, or the photo bombs that are going

Yep. You guessed it. The new FM- 55 processor is out

off all day, every day Or even that the momma guys are running all over

there and it's purring right along...

town with a microphone and a camera.
Multimedia is requiring at of

UE

If the station across town suddenly starts to blow everyone else off the

to rethink radio.

dial, blame it on Wheatstone's new FM -55 audio processor. We let the

We're putting more shared resources on the WheatNet-IP audio network

cat out of the bag a few weeks ago and there's no putting it back.

in order to clear the iatuctio of cod gear and other camera eyesores, and

We put some interesting new circuitry in the FM- 55, and there's no

we're putting audio processing at every access point in the network for

question that our intelligent five -band AGC coupled to a mulliband limiter

the disparate sounds coming oft the Internet, for example. We're finding

is getting those highs, lows and mids to sing. The real kicker is the

a lot of new uses for logic control, too — like, triggering the studio camera

price, though. The processing intelligence needed for that kind of sound

to take a picture for lnstagram or record video for YouTube whenever

improvement hstorically came at a price — typically, three tc four times

talent talks into the mic. For more ideas or how to deal with multimedia

that of the FA-55. Which is another reason why you'll be hearing a lot

n-adness, go to...

more about the FM- 55 from here on out. For more, visit...

INN13.wheatstone.conn

INN13.wheatstone.com

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com
OK tnis spread is at aclyerti-iing space pad for by Wheatstone. But hopefully you'll find it inforrnatye. ertertaining and compelling.
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FOR STUDER, X MARKS THE SPOT
Harman's Studer nameplate has launched a new console in the Vista
line, the Vista X.
According to the company, the Vista X has a new processing core called
Infinity DSP. It says that, unlike traditional but more app- specific SHARCor FPGA-based engines, the Infinity uses acommercial CPU. Therefore
it should be easier to develop programming for it, and its power should
increase along with commercial CPU development.
One CPU- based advantage that the company is highlighting is the ability to use multiple cores within the CPU, and thus allowing for a level of
redundancy.

TSL DEBUTS AXIUS
ETHERNET SWITCHES

The Infinity core is compatible with Studer's new 12 A- Link high- capacity fiber digital audio interface, providing thousands of inputs and outputs
per console.
Like other members of the Vista family, the Vista X has Vistonics and the
FaderGlow Ul.

It was not that long ago that
broadcasters didn't have to
think about Ethernet switches.
No longer.
TSL Products is offering broadcasters its new Axius managed
Ethernet switches. These switches
are designed for handling audio
and video over IP networks within
afacility ( i.e. Layer 2 LAN) or
interfacing with other IP networks
(i.e. Layer 3WAN).

INFO: www.studer.ch

WIDEORBIT WHEELS OUT NEW
AUTOMATION AND TRAFFIC
Broadcast business automation developer VVideOrbit has new versions of its automation and traffic software products.
Version 3.7 of the Automation for Radio suite adds "a new
MusicMaster widget allows on-air announcers with the necessary
privileges to make intelligent choices about the songs played on the
air," the company says.
It explains that with the widget, "announcers can get real-time
information about asong's play history and other information needed to determine whether asong is eligible for airplay based on rules
defined in MusicMaster." The information will appear on the on-air
screen. The MusicMaster database will be updated in real-time as
necessary.
WideOrbit also has a new version of WO Traffic, the company's

TSL Products Product Manager
Pieter Schillebeeckx explained,
"What is special about the new
switch is that it has been developed from the ground up around
accurate timing and synchronization through avery tight
implementation of Precision Time

traffic and billing module. Upgrades include "a more streamlined
process for importing Lockbox payments, improved log status tracking, station- defined order separation defaults for advertisers and
more flexible format scheduling across stations with time offsets,"
the company explains.
In addition, " Digital tools allow users to manage Spot and Digital
orders from asingle order, from order entry through to invoicing
and reconciliation," it adds. Mobile support for iPad and Android
devices is now integrated.

DIELECTRIC OFFERS
NEW RADOME, GREEN
PACKAGING
The news from Dielectric this year isn't just
that the Maine- based antenna maker still
exists after former owner SPX announced
plans to close the business last year. It wasn't
even about the metal in the antennas themselves. Instead, it's about what's around
that metal — most notably the new radome
option for the DCR-T-R low- power circularly
polarized FM antenna. Available in configurations from one to eight bays, the DCR-T-R
can handle 1kW of input power per bay, and
the optional ABS radome protects the lightweight all-aluminum antenna elements from
the elements.
It's also about what's around the radome
when it arrives at the transmitter site: Certain
Dielectric antennas are now being shipped in
"renewable" biodegradable packaging, made
from a mushroom- based compound.
INFO: www.dielectric.com

INFO: www.wideorbit.com

Protocol, also known as IEEE 1588,
which is used in the majority of
high- end audio/video-over-IP supported equipment."
The Axius switches are also

ANTENNAS, MORE FROM ALDENA

compatible with AVB, AES67,
Ravenna, Stagebox and SMPTE
2022- based systems.
Initially there are two Axius
boxes available. The MES 1has

Aldena has introduced its ALP series of high- gain FM log- periodic directional antennas, which the firm says feature notable electrical performance

10 ports with eight 10/100/1000
Ethernet ports and two 1Gbps
Ethernet SFP ports. The more rugged MES 1-R has eight ports, with
Neutrik latching connectors for
secure operations in challenging
environments. Its port complement
is six 10/100/1000 Ethernet ports
and two 1Gbps Ethernet SFP ports.
INFO: www.tslproducts.com

and front-to- back ratio. Moreover, it explains, the antenna's customizable
directional azimuth pattern can be configured to meet FCC requirements.
Other products from Aldena include the AQP0404 four- dipole antenna
panel for mixed/linear polarization ( shown). It is suitable for installation on
square or round masts. The ALP0704 log- periodic high- gain, low- wind load
antenna is particularly appropriate for horizontal or vertical linear polarization and can be used in stacked array or complex pattern configurations.
The company, which recently opened a new certified test plant, also offers
the EmLab antenna design and coverage software for the management of
complex antenna arrays. Used to plan analog or digital SFN/MFN networks,
the software provides area coverage calculation, interference analysis, SFN
problem detection and EM field safety control information.
INFO: www.aldena.it
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IDC STAR PRO AUDIO'S NEXT GENERATION
International Datacasting says that its Star Pro Audio Generation 2 ( G2)
receiver increases ad revenue by offering ad insertion for regionalized and
localized campaigns — plus it reduces costs by lowering the cost- per- channel
and using less bandwidth. Star G2 is a DVB-S/52 audio receiver with integrated
advertisement and content play- out system, offering live audio decoding and
file play- out. It handles HE-AAC, MPEG-2, MP3, IP and satellite delivery methods. The Star Two G2 is supplied with two audio decoders and the Star Four G2
is supplied with four.

NEW MONITORS FROM
DYNAUDIO PROFESSIONAL
The original Star Pro Audio receiver is asatellite receiver designed for radio
Dynaudio Professional is promoting new members of its BM mklIl range of

distribution applications. Based around the latest DVB satellite modulation and

powered studio monitors.

MPEG audio compression standards, the Star's integrated, low- power, fanless

The latest models are the two-way BM Compact mklIl ( shown) and the
BM5 mkIII.

architecture is designed to maximize network uptime. Star supports high- effi-

The Compact mklIl uses a 5.7- inch woofer with an aluminum voice coil and
a 1.1- inch soft dome tweeter with an aluminum voice coil. Twin 50 W Class

ciency, standards- based DVB-52 as well as DVB-S satellite demodulation. Both
MCPC and SCPC delivery modes are supported, down to rates as low as 100 kbps.

D amplifiers power the drivers. There is a high-pass filter ( 60/80 Hz) and an

The SuperFlex Pro Audio Series features two models: SuperFlex Pro Audio with
two audio decoders and SuperFlex Pro Audio XTR with four audio decoders. All

input sensitivity switch (- 10/+4 dB). It includes XLR and RCA inputs.

the decoders have associated relays sufficient for an AM/FM collocation or AM/FM

Expected frequency response is 49 Hz-24 kHz.

transmitter pair. Each audio decoder is independent of the other, allowing maxi-

The BM5 mklIl carries many of the same features. Its drivers are a7- inch
woofer with aluminum voice coil and the 1.1- inch tweeter. Frequency

mum flexibility in data rates, codecs and sample rates: MPEG Layer Il for existing

response is claimed at 42 Hz-24 kHz.

the lowest bitrate. The SuperFlex Pro Audio Series is designed to allow commercial/

A bonus — both monitors ship with an IsoAcoustics ISO-_8R155 speaker
stand.

DVB compatibility or MPEG Layer Ill or HE-AAC for the best audio performance at
program insertion on any channel, according to the company.
INFO: www.datacasting.com

INFO: www.dynaudioprofessional.com

STACO BRINGS THE POWER
Staco Energy Products FirstLine PL/PPC ( shown) is athree-phase power condi-

USB AUDIO IS THIS EASY
WITH USB MATCHBOX II

tioner, rated at 208VAC, 10-40 kVA. Capabilities include continuous voltage correction and conditioning providing aclean, regenerated waveform. Staco says the
units have up to 94 percent efficiency, an input power factor of 0.99, Adaptive
Feed Cancellation, digital signal processing and Soft Start Power walk-in function.

USB MATCHBOX II"'

Also available are the larger FirstLine P/PPC 480VAC, 65-250kVA power con-

USB MULTI-MODE PROFESSIONAL CODEC

ditioners. They too provide continuous voltage correction and conditioning
providing clean regenerated waveform. The FirstLineP/PPC gives cost-effective

o
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protection from a range of power quality anomalies, while providing regulated

• ON

output power. They are suitable for use in

HEADP1,10N1

'prom henryeng corn

broadcast transmitters, to protect them from

INPUT

OUTPUT

damage by poor power quality, the company
says. Broadcasters can save money by extending the life of the equipment and keep
operations up and running through unstable
power situations.
The latest Staco UniStar Pis the 0.9 6-10
kVA power factor correcting uninterruptible

igNiz

rof commi OP1.111011, WI Lompuier

NNume (NM. W IMAARIL/A1

IN b4Uv

power supply unit. As studios and tech centers
become more IT- oriented, power protection

TO MR Pc

becomes ahuge issue. Staco Energy says it
has the experience and products that broad-

To Tfli RiAl hioR1.0

casters need, whether it be afacility- wide
The ease of USB audio without hum, buzz, or sound- card

UPS system or protection for just one piece
of equipment. The UniStar series is asingle-

headaches' Get true professional levels with lots of headroom,

phase, online UPS system that protects against

and an AES digital output too

all power quality problems, including blackouts. The units provide power conditioning

DIGITAL

continuously, whether on battery power or

HENRY

not. Up to four can be connected in parallel.
INFO: www.stacoenergy.com

IFE

ENGINEERING

SOLUTIONS. ANALOG SOLUTIONS. FUNCTIONAL. RELIABLE. AFFORDABLE.

Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henry's solutions!
NEW Phone:562.493 3589 • email Info@henryeng.com
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CENTRANCE MIXERFACE HAS A SIMPLE MISSION

SWITCHCRAFT DEVELOPS
NEW XLR SERIES

CEntrance's rechargeable
battery- powered MixerFace
is a rather simple product
with asimple mission — get
high- quality audio into an
iPhone or iPad. It does this by

For the serious do-it-yourselfer, connection specialist
Switchcraft has developed a new family of XLR panelmount connectors, the DE series.

packing " boutique" preamps
and 24-bit/192 kHz converters into its aluminum box.
Neutrik combo jacks pro-

The DE series offers 3-7 silver- or gold-plated pins/contacts in male or female versions. Chassis ground terminal
feature is standard. Available in nickel or black finish. They
are RoHS-compliant.

vide inputs for mics (48 V phantom power) or musical instruments. Dual level controls, onboard

Switchcraft says that the DE series mate ideally with its
QGPK I/O panels and W series of wall plates.
INFO: www.switchcraft.com

limiters, USB digital outputs and 1/4- inch headphone output are provided. MixerFace can also be
connected to atablet or a laptop, according to the company.
INFO: centrance.com

DAWNCO FILTERS AGAINST
NEW INTERFERENCE

NEXT FOR STAGETEC
NEXUS ROUTER

For broadcasters trying to find clean RF space for studio-to-transmitter links
and satellite downlinks, there are always new challenges standing in the way.

Console and router maker Stagetec has
released an I/O board for its Nexus router
system.
The XRT is afourth- generation fibre- optic
card that is capable of handling over 8,000
audio channels per card, the company says.
The top speed is estimated to be 6.25
Gbps. It is also compatible with lower- speed
(1.25 Gbps) Nexus equipment.
It is compatible with Ethernet tunneling,
1Gbps/100 Mbps. The board uses passive
cooling heatsinks.
INFO: wwvv.stagetec.com

"We're seeing an increasing amount of interference from WiMax transmitters lately," says John Joslin of Dawnco, who notes that the 3.65 GHz WiMax
band is extremely close to the bottom of the C Band downlink spectrum at
3.7 GHz. To aid broadcasters trying to get clean C Band downlinks, Dawnco
offers a new TI interference filter that can clean up issues that arise from
nearby WiMax signals, as well as from radar operations near airports, military
bases and harbors. The filters, offered in a3.7-4.2 GHz band pass version for
U.S. customers and 3.6-4.2 GHz outside the U.S., boast 0.4 dB insertion loss,
an improvement over the 0.7-1.0 dB of the older version. The filter also has
sharper skirts to better filter- out WiMax at the bottom of the band.
INFO: wwvv.dawnco.com

TC ELECTRONIC UPDATES DB6

FRAUNHOFER DEMOS
EWF FOR DIGITAL RADIO

TC Electronic has a new option for its DB6 loudness controller.
Available is a new AES I/O option that puts 16 AES3 digital audio- compatible
unbalanced BNC connectors onto the backplane.
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VP of Business Management for Broadcast & Production at TC Electronic Thomas
Valter said, " Now, all broadcasters can choose whether they want to route only the
audio signal through DB6 or not. Integrating DB6 to an existing transmission system at
an insert point is aflexible option to have and it will surely suit some stations better
than an SDI- only solution."

Fraunhofer IIS recently showed new developments and solutions
for the next generation of digital radio. With the implementation
of the DRM and DAB+ global broadcast standards, the Emergency
Warning Feature ( EWF) is becoming widely available as an integrated core benefit of digital radio.
Fraunhofer
has demonstrated the
Emergency
Warning Feature
with acomplete DRM+
live transmission chain from

On the software front for the DB6, a new software version is ready. Version 1.30 is a
free update.

ContentServer
to USB dongleenabled tablet

The company says, " With the new software, broadcasters are able to recall up to 16
scene presets by using GPI 1and 2together."

receiver. The
Emergency Warning Feature transmits audio alerts along with multi-

It explains, " The GPI implementation of DB6 is very extensive, offering switching between up to 16 Scene Presets using only two of its four GPI inputs. Based on

lingual textual information to alert the public in case of disasters and
emergencies, reaching non-native speakers and those with hearing

this, DB6 may be controlled during playout, or asimple preset selection panel can be
designed with easy access to presets and/or emergency override."
Also, the DB6 can now be remote controlled by multiple instances of IC's Icon

impairments.

remote software. One more goodie in the update is the ability to copy whole user preset banks to or from files stored on Windows or Mac computers.
INFO: www.tcelectronic.com

Fraunhofer IIS also displayed acomplete DRM encoder/decoder
chain to demonstrate how atypical broadcast application using
Extended HE-AAC enables consistent high- quality low bitrates for all
signal types.
INFO: www.iis.fraunhofer.de/en.html
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Radio Station, Market Thyself

PROMO

POWER

Outside marketing is amust for successful station launches
"We don't need a marketing budget
for people to find our new station," a
corporate VP once informed me with
confidence.
"If we create asuperior product, we
won't have any trouble attracting asubstantial and sustainable audience," he
said. "Besides, we have the power of an
entire cluster of our stations behind us.
We can put our personalities on those
stations and run concurrent advertising
campaigns that will reach over half this
market on aweekly basis. Our research
shows there's room for this product,
and potential advertisers are all telling
us that they can't wait to spend money
with us."
Iwish Icould say that I've only heard
this speech once or twice, but it has
become a recurring nightmare in the
radio industry.
This type of thinking actually comes
from a good, responsible place. It has
been pushed down by the highest level
of management to eliminate risky
expenses and drive profit. Both desires
are worthy motivators.
The trouble is that more often than
not, a lack of marketing, especially
for new radio stations, results in slow
launches and frequent failure.

ISN'T IT IRONIC?
There is great irony that an industry
that makes its living off selling advertising that is supposed to drive aresult for
aclient, claims that advertising its own
product isn't worth the investment.

Mark Lapidus

Absolute. Radio
Hew does aradio wation reach milliers in real

time and increase listening?
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music programming— from Coldpiay to Fa, Fighters - art
hightght their roser of pozular onair pe,sonalities.

Use promoted Tweets as part of amultiplatform marketing campaign for your
new station. Twitter Lists the UK's Absolute Radio as one of success stories on its
business.twatercorn page, which highlights examples of companies and organizations that have successfully used their platform for marketing initiatives.
Ihave no trouble hearing acompany
doesn't want to invest in marketing its
own product because it will badly affect
profit margins and will prevent acluster
from hitting an expected forecast.
However, to hear an intelligent,
experienced broadcaster state that
"outside marketing for radio stations
doesn't work" drives me over the edge.
Companies can get sometimes get lucky
and fill a need to such a large degree
that anew format gains momentum over
time, but Isee this much more as the
exception than the rule.

To quickly address a typical sidestep I mentioned at the beginning of
my rant: While marketing anew property over existing stations in the same
market can add to an outside marketing
plan, it will not succeed by itself.
Why? This apprcech is just not that
effective. From what I've seen in focus
groups, audiences are easily confused
when they hear about one radio station's attributes advertised on another
radio station. The typical listener itu no
idea that multiple stations in the same
city are owned and operated by the one
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DOLLARS AND SENSE
So, what's a new station without a
marketing budget to do?
The obvious answer is to not launch
the product if you don't have supporting marketing dollars. Why lose current billing and focus an entire staff's
energy into anew station when success
is questionable?
It's hard to face facts, but people
aren't scanning their car radios every
day for new stations. Combine that
with shorter attention spans, mobile
phones in every hand, devices containing hundreds of songs and an abundance
(continued on page 23)
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company. And guess what? When they
do know, they don't care.
Even when told that Company X owns
five stations, they still don't understand
why one station is being advertised on
another. They may even think they've
inadvertently changed channels.
However, I have witnessed positive
results with features from station being
placed on another — when context is
included in the content. For example,
a sportscast from a sports station on
a music station, or a newscast from a
news station on a sister music station
can make sense and add value to each
product. In these cases, the listener is
actually obtaining abenefit.
With straight advertising, some may
get it and many will not. This is why the
approach will not fly solo.
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Are You aNonstop Brander?
Prevent seismic shifts while building
loyalty through planning, regular updates
BY GARY BEGIN
Radio stations need to change their
perspective on rebranding.
Think of it not as an occurrence (e.g.,
something that happens to you), but
rather as a procedure that you initiate
and carry out regularly.
Rebranding is like shifting tectonic
plates: As long as the shifting is aslow,
nearly imperceptible, continuous movement, everything is fine. It is only when
the plates freeze up and pressure builds
that the shifting becomes violent and
damaging.
That's the way to think about rebranding. You want changes to be gradual and
continuous. If the radio station goes a
long time without an update, it is just
like two interior continental plates getting stuck. Sooner or later, something's
going to give, and an earthquake erupts.
The following offers a practically

fool-proof method for creating continuous rebranding strategy.
The first thing you need to do is make
alist of all the elements that go into creating the station's identity. Think about
what exactly makes the station what it is.
You will be surprised. Virtually every
department plays a role in giving the
station its distinctive personality; you
should include every one of them as
you inventory what needs to be updated
when you rebrand.
Here are starter suggestions:
•In programming you've got the
music — what you play and what you
don't play. Then there are rotations.
Rotations, scheduling rules and flow
can have a dramatic impact on how
a station sounds even if the library
doesn't vary.
•There's the air staff. Regardless of the
quality of your staff and how long they
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Gary Begin
ing clock.You want to rotate the elements
of rebranding as if you're scheduling an
hour of music, except instead of an hour,
the wheel might be ayear or two.
If the station is aCHR, you want to
use afairly fast rotation, due to the speed
at which pop culture shifts. If you are an
AC, country or some other adult format,
you'll slow down the rotations to tailor
to the taste of your demographic.

If the radio station goes along time without an
update, it is just like two interior continental plates
getting stuck. Sooner or later, something's going to give,
and an earthquake erupts.
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have been on the air, this too needs to
change from time to time. There's how
much they talk, what they talk about
and how they say it. If you want to
change things, move the staff around.
Moving people can often have as dramatic an effect as replacing people.
•Newscasts need to change as more
listeners get their headlines from the
Web. List all the elements of news that
need to grow over time.
•Don't forget special programming
and weekend shows. Adding an evening feature, amidday gossip show or
some other special program changes
the pace of the station — and provides something new to promote and
tease. However, every special program
should come to an end one day. A show
may be doing well, but there's something out there that's even better. Find
it and move on.
•Don't leave engineering out of the list.
Changing the overall texture of the
station should be part of the update.
Listen critically to the station. Does the
station sound contemporary? Think
about the processing chain, consider
tweaking the EQ or change the mics.

•List all the annual promotions (paid
and free). Include annual contests,
what you give away and how you give
it away. Include remotes, both paid and
concerts. Contests, like special programming, should have asunset date.
•Inventory the station's marketing.
There's the station name and logo.
List the logo's various elements, which
incluede color, fonts and other graphical elements.
•Change the station's primary positioning statement and liners. Write them
all down and list the dates that they
were added. Don't forget the station
voice. That needs to change at regular
intervals.
•There's the website and the dozens of
individual elements on the site. This
category can also cover the station's
social media efforts and email outreach.
Once you've laid out all the station elements, you'll find that there are dozens of
things you should regularly change.
The next step is to lay out arebrand-

Each month, add a change to your
schedule. Your focus might be in marketing one month and programming
the next. Schedule changes with sufficient frequency that everything will have
changed by the time ayear or two later
rolls around, depending on your format.
Coordinate with your sister stations
so no two stations are changing the same
element at the same time to maximize
the impact of the alterations. Also, within agroup, you'll be able to update and
recycle ideas throughout your stations.
A comprehensive list of station elements combined with aschedule of when
they need to be updated provide agood
road map for continuous rebranding.
Remmeber, your ultimate goal is to
keep your station fresh and timely, while
building audience loyalty and cume.
Gary Begin is president of Sound
Advantage Media, afull-service radioprogramming consultancy. based in
Jackson, Tenn. He also owns Gary Begin
Voice Talent. Begin can be reached via
gbegin@soundadvantagemedia.com or
(731)437-0536.
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BUDGET
(continued from page 21)
of streaming choices and you're just asking for
trouble.
So, if you actually do have marketing money,
what's the best approach in 2014? TV and outdoor
will still give you the best reach and frequency
of any media in one market. It is exciting that
there are so many localized digital alternatives to
complement these mass media.
You can highly target video pre-roll ads online
and run very cool display advertising on social
media and key websites. For example, you can
utilize Facebook to reach news junkies in your city
based on behavior. Google can also pinpoint and
remarket to audiences as they visit other websites,
so they can drive frequency for your message.
As you build a Facebook following, you can
easily find friends of friends in large numbers.
The advantage of this is that friends of friends
often have similar entertainment and informational taste.
Twitter advertising is a tremendous way to
spread your reach based on keywords. For example, music stations can use artist names to hit
people with messages about your new format.
A few words about expertise: You must find
an advertising agency with agreat reputation for
building media audiences. Don't let your sales
manager steer your business to the agency that
spends the most money with your cluster just
because that will make them happy.
Also, make sure to test your creative. It's not
that expensive to do shopping mall intercepts
where consumers will tell you if they understand
your spots and display ads. Don't spend hundreds
of thousands of dollars running advertising that
people won't understand.
Marketing aradio product is exciting, and this
feeling should be infectious, spreading to to your
staff, advertisers and the entire city. Be loud, be
proud and let people know that you're open for
business!
Find more of Mark Lapidus' Promo Power
column at radioworld.com/promopower.
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PEOPLE

NEWS
Brian Lakamp
Clear Channel
will serve as president of
technology and digital ventures

Dave Cos key
New Jersey
Broadcasters

sworn in as the
organization's
new chairman

4ssociation

rf‘l

Chuck Maines
SCMS
was added to company's Midwest
sales team as asales representative

Misti Douglas
Cumulus and
Westwood One
named manager of country
syndication affiliate sales

Sam Matheny
National Association of
Broadcasters
hired as new executive vice
president and chief technology
officer

Tom Humm
Beasley Broadcast
the VP and Las Vegas market
manager has signed afive-year
extension to his contract

Katie Boyle
Studio Center

promoted to vice
president of audio
services

Darren Davis
Clear Channel

will oversee il-leart
Radio as part cf
his duties as CIDar
Channel Networks
Group president

Send information to radioworld@nbrnedia.com
with People News in the subject field.
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Resource for Radio On- Air, Production and Recording

Sony Ghosts Unwanted Noises
Audio restoration software

was recorded. You want to silence the crash but don't
want to delete the whole section because it will alter
the pacing of the speech. However, when you silence
the crash it leaves ahole in the audio. All background
room noise is silenced along with the crash. How do
you eliminate just the crash but leave the background
room noise? SpectraLayers Pro 2 allows you to clone
background room noise from a different portion of

has many tools, though the
interface can be complicated

PRODUCT
EVALUATION

RADIOWORLD
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the file so you can fill the hole where the crash once
occupied. Now anyone who listens to the recording will
never know that an edit occurred.
Do you recall watching your favorite spy movie and
the FBI audio forensics guy is able to amplify acertain
piece of background audio without altering the rest of
the audio file? SpectraLayers Pro 2gives us this same
ability.
By using the amplify tool, you are able to highlight
the specific frequencies of acertain sound and enhance
only that sound while leaving other background and

BY DAVE PLOTKIN
Often Iam asked to review products that incorporate noise reduction features in some form or another.
However, Irarely get to dig into an audio forensics
program that handles noise reduction in an entirely different manner. Enter SpectraLayers Pro 2.
This program, available from Sony Creative Software,
takes a unique approach to removing unwanted audio
from your pieces. In essence, it allows you to take atwotrack mix and break it apart into several layers.
We have all mixed down multitrack files into a
single stereo file. We have created a mix. However,
what if we could take that stereo mix down and unmix
the file? Perhaps you didn't want the guitar. Maybe the
piano was too loud. The hiss from the amp makes the
recording sound dirty. SpectraLayers Pro 2allows you
to export these individual pieces of audio to separate
layers and, as they put it, "fix it in the mix."

THE CLONE ZONE
One of many intriguing features of SpectraLayers
Pro 2is the ability to clone audio.
What do Imean by that? Well, let's say you have a
recording of aspeech. Between sentences, ahuge crash

1Mir

The Sony SpectraLayers Pro 2displays a3D spectral graph of audio using its Shape Tool.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE
WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW-S With Same Decoding
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Sensitivity .28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. All seven frequencies. SAME decoding demutes receiver, closes
relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear terminals. Mother set of rear terminals has continuous 600 ohm
audio output. Double conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in first IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual
gate MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel (±25 kHz) down to 70 dB. 19" rack mount,
1.75" H, all metal enclosure. In stock — available for immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MANUFACTURING CO
257 W. Union Street

Phone: 740-593-3150

Athens, Ohio 45701

jimg@gorman-redlich.com

www.gorman-redlich.com

foreground noise unaltered. This feature helps if you
are trying to identify anoise in arecording but are having trouble hearing it. It can also be useful if you are
trying to correct amix down you created but no longer
have the multitrack.
Ihave a fe v4 musical pieces in my collection of
golden oldies that are mixed poorly. Ionly wish a
multitrack existed so Icould remix them. Perhaps the
trumpet is too loud or the piano is too soft. How can
this be adjusted?
SpectraLayers Pro 2 addresses this problem by
identifying and the filtering out the unwanted instrument. By using the Extract Harmonics tool, I can
identify the frequencies of the trumpet and paste them
to a new layer. Then, by reversing the phase of that
layer, you can phase out the trumpet but leave the rest
of the mix alone. What if Ionly wanted to lower the
trumpet and not phase it out entirely? Since Iextracted
the trumpet to a new layer, Ican control how much
trumpet Ireally want in the mix. Ifound speech to be
a little more difficult, but this tool was definitely fun
to play with.
TOO MUCH NOISE
If SpectraLayers Pro 2 can handle removing a
trumpet from arecording, how about surface noise or a
crowd in the background?
The software removes unwanted noise in much
of the same way it removed our trumpet. Once the

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD
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some time, it pays to watch the tutorials
on how to use the program; see www.
sonycreativesoftware.comItraining.
I would like to see Sony create a
more ergonomic, user-friendly program.
Iwas also disappointed that audio artifacts were audible after noise reducing
the audio. After the several steps it
takes to remove surface noise, I was
expecting amazing results for my hard
work. Instead, I got mediocre results
that are similar to those Iwould expect
in other programs. Perhaps adjusting the
parameters even more than Idid would
give me better results, but it can become

so many little buttons and settings to
play with all over the screen, it is
hard to keep straight which ones to
use when noise reducing, harmonics
filtering or amplifying audio. Ifound
the ergonomic layout to be poor and
certain shortcuts that we would come
to expect didn't exist. There are several
steps when using each tool, and Ifound
it difficult to remember all of them. For
example, it takes five steps to extract
noise from a recording when, in other
programs, it only takes two steps.
While you may become proficient in
SpectraLayers Pro 2 after using it for

unwanted surface noise is sampled, you
paste it to anew layer. You then reverse
the phase of that layer and play it simultaneously with the original recording
You have now phase-cancelled only
the noise while leaving the rest of the
recording alone. However, there can still
be artifacts if you take out too much
surface or background noise. This process has to be done gingerly but you can
get some pretty decent results.
SpectraLayers Pro 2 is a powerful
audio forensics program. There are endless possibilities, from removing unwanted audio or frequencies to enhancing
specific sounds of arecording.
While the concept of the program
and its capabilities are amazing, Ifound
it terribly confusing to use. There are
' ° DUCT CAPSULI
SONY CREATIVE SOFTWARE
SpectraLayers 2Audio
Re,toration Scftware
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quite confusing as to what these parameters really do. At times Ididn't fully
understand what Iwas adjusting.
Ido have to acknowledge that Sony
is really on to something here. They've
got agreat concept and apowerful too
but need to consult their users on how to
make it an easier program to decipher.
In my opinion, once they do that,
SpectraLayers Pro 2can be ahuge asset
to any radio station or recording studio.
Dave Plotkin is director of production and creative services for a large
metropolitan radio station. He likes old
records.
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September 10-12 • Indianapolis

Produced by RAB and NAB

APower-packed
Lineu p2014 Radio Show
Don't miss Thursday at the

2014 SUPER SESSIONS
From the Control Room to the Board Room
Two of radios top leaders discuss how their histories
have helped shape their visions for media's future.
Moderator: John David, executive vice president, NAB Radio

Thumbs Up
+ Versatile

Sponsored by

mielsen

+Able to remove or enhance
noise successfully
Thumbs Down

-Not ergonomically friendly
- Confusing to use

Hear from executives in radio, the mobile phone
business and the recording industry on the benefits
of hybrid radio.

-Too many steps to accomplish
one task
- Needs more shortcuts

Price: $399.95, upgrade $ 199.95

Paul Brenner, chief technology officer,
Emmis Communications
Dave Kelly, researcher, Big Machine Label Group
Ginny Morris, chairman and CEO,

For information, contact Sony at
www.sonycreativesoftware.com.

Dan Mason

Bob Pittman

President and CEO

Chadman and CEO

CBS Radio

Clear CEann,

Hybrid Radio - What's in it for you?

Hubbard Radio Group
Eric Williams, product manager, Sprint Corporation
Moderator: Jeff Simpson, board member,
Deseret Management Corporation
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NAB Marconi Radio
Awards Dinner & Show
Share the excitement of recognizing
radio's finest, featuring Platinum
recording artist and four-time
GRAMMY ° Award nominee
wAR.11 MUSIC
Hunter Hayes, appearing courtesy
of Warner Music Nashville and Atlantic Records.

o if0

Reserve your tickets
and tables today!

Sponsored by

Radio

Check out the incredible lineup on RadioShowWeb.com.
CONTENT
CONNECTION:
RADIO'S LEADING ADVANTAGI

Register Today!
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MARKETPLACE
Wi-Fi Link:

Inmarsat's IsatHub provides a
personal and secure communications network,
allowing users to connect and use personal

Wi-Fi-enabled smart devices when beyond the
reach of terrestrial mobile and fixed networks.
The service is accessible via asmall, lightweight terminal that is less than half the size
ot astandard laptop. Multiple users within 100
feet of the terminal can connect their personal
devices — iPhone, iPad, Android phones and
tablets, etc. — to simultaneously talk, text and
access the Internet and mobile applications.
Once the IsatHub connection is established,
users can gain access to the IsatHub service
through two applications — the control app and the voice app— on the smart
device, allowing them to use both its data capabilities and dedicated high- quality voice line. The control app has additional features such as set-up assistance,
control over additional device access, as well as visibility of data usage from each
device sharing the IsatHub connection. The voice app enables users to make and
receive voice calls on their device via Isathub's dedicated high- quality voice line,
as well as sending and receiving text messages, even if the device is for Wi-Fi use
only. The IsatHub control app and voice app can be downloaded from the App
Store or Google Play.
Radio journalists in the field can use battery- operated IsatHub's dedicated
voice line for live reports and can use the data connectivity connection offering of up to 384 kbps to upload and send recorded reports and interviews for
airplay. One IsatHub terminal and connection can support multiple journalists at
the same time.
Info: www.inmarsat.com

Blimpie: For those who take their shotgun microphones seriously, Rycote is releasing
two new windshields.
The Super- Shield ( shown) really is a olimp-style protector, featuring amodular twistlock cone, available in three sizes. The exterior includes a laminated fabric that the company says " minimizes acoustic insertion loss and provides almost perfect transparency with
effective calming of wind noise."
A fur Windjammer is able to fit around the microphone but inside the Super-Shield for
maximum wind- resistance.
Irternally, the Super- Shield uses Rycote's Lyre shockmourt system.
Less Zepoelin-ish is the Super-Softie. The Super-Sof tie uses Rycote's new 3D-Tex fabric
ard is more of asock/soft design. According to the compaly, 3D-Tex has " unparalleled
sonic performance, windnoise suppression and
field durab lity."
Rycote adds, " The
initial noise reduction
can be in excess of 30
dB and acoustic arti-

Fleet Boss:

Digigram has released the Codec Fleet Manager. Able to

be hosted privately on any virtual machine or operated as SaaS in the
cloud, the Web- based application enables structured management of
AolP contribution codecs, explains Digigram.
Accessible from anywhere through the Web browser of Internetconnected devices such as PCs, tablets and smartphones, the application automatically synchronizes phone books, connection profiles and
"favorite" groups of codecs to ease deployment and day-to-day operation of the full codec fleet.
Digigram points out that the Codec Fleet Manager supports phone
book creation and management similar to the "contacts" interface on
asmartphone, tablet, or computer. This element of the Codec Fleet
Manager describes all the characteristics of the contacts included in a
fleet of codecs and also provides the control over connection profile
details, favorites, and associated filters.
With the new application, authorized users can preconfigure and
edit contact settings for the entire codec fleet and apply those settings
across the whole fleet at once. The administrator manages read/write
access. As aconsequence, says the company, at the codec level, the user
interface mimics simple mobile phone operation, assuring ease of use.
Info: www.digigram.com

Portable Drive:
Glyph Technologies has
been providing rackmount
and portable computer
data storage products for
the creative industries,
including broadcast, for
years. The latest is the
StudioRAID Mini, a portable enclosure.
The StudioRAID Mini is available in 960 GB, 1TB, 2TB and 4TB capacities. Interfaces available are eSATA, FireWire and LlSB 3.0. RAID modes
are RAID 0and RAID 1.
The FireWire provides bus power while an AC adapter is also included
for others. The 960 GB model is asolid-state drive. There is avariable
speed cooling fan onboard.
StudioRAID Mini is compatible with Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7/8 and
Mac OS X 10.4 and above. Prices start at $ 299.
Info: www.glyphtech.com

TAP Upgrade:

SoftWright, developer of the Terrain Analysis
Package RF propagation analysis software, has announced that Version

6.2 of the TAP program is available.
The big news is the improved calculation engine that "drastically
improves execution speeds," according to the company.

facts are extremely low."

A release adds, "As aterrestrial RF propagation software tool, TAP
is data- and computation- intensive. It has been common for large area

It adds that if the fabric
become soaked, it can be
shaken dry quickly. It can

coverage studies using high- resolution data to require hours of execution time. However, TAP 6.2 is the first release in the next generation
of TAP software that uses an all- new calculation engine to dramatically

also be rinsed out if it

decrease study execution time."

becomes dirty or dusty.
The Super-Softie has
no internal structure

SoftWright says using the processing engine with asolid-state drive
will increase times even more. " By upgrading to TAP 6.2, Longley-Rice
study times may be reduced by 80 percent and combining TAP 6.2 with
SSD data storage may reduce study times by 98 percent." It does note,

that could affect apolar
pattern, break or rattle.
Redding Audio distributes Rycote products
in the U.S. Prices: Super-Shield — $ 359;
Super- Softie — $ 135.
Info: www.reddingaudio.com

however, that " Your individual results may vary based on your specific
computer configuration and other factors."
The new calculation is not the default processor but will appear as a
button to be activated for acalculation in the GUI.
Info: www.softwright.com

BROADCAST EUIPMENT EXCHANGE
Y COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

STOP

Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

AM RADIO INTERFERENCE

BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source

modem/telephone RF filter from.

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

KYFilter Company
3010 Grinnel Place

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.

Davis, CA 95618

RECEIVERS/

(530) 757-6873

TRANSCEIVERS

7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore MD 21220

WANT TO SELL

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.eom

Free sample SCA decoder.
417-881-1846.

ACOUSTICS

RECORDING &

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

-MO OD OISE 001101 MINIS-

*‘
www.Acousticsrustcom
ANTENNAS

Antenna Tower
Space Available
Ardenna tower space available
at 1101 Green Street
San Francisco, California 94109
42' ( approximately) mast
available on top of 20-story
building on ahill, FCC License.
Locked room with 15' X5'
ground space. Perfect for
one or multiple licensees.

It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.

Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
APW Mayville full rack standard 19" x40RU w/wheels &
rear rails; Barix Instreamer 100;
RF Link 5.8GHz 1W amp APW1000, new in box; box of 12
2.x4 .x2" Studiofoam Pyramid,
charcoal color; Inovonics 718
audio processer-stereo generator; Comrex DH20 telephone
hybrid; Broadcast Tools SS8.1 II
switcher/router, new in box w/
rack shelf; Broadcast Tools/Tiny
Tools GPS controlled time programmable GPI trigger; Wegner
6420 ( pump Sat Receiver/
Server, contact CS@337rocks.
com w/bid.

MICROPHONES/

WANT TO BUY

HEADPHONES/
FCC COMPLIANCE

SPEAKERS/AMPS

Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.

AM & FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs
Standard & Custom Wording
Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com

WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

Email us for a free POP catalog
610458-8418

www.antennalD.com

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
.PixelSatRadio.com
(303) 526-1965
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Telelronix LA-2A's,
UREI
IA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
ed any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

MISCELLANEOUS

1
ROTRON

BLOWERS

AND

PLATE

rebuilt for Ekom,
Harris, CCA, C51, McMartin. Goodrich
.Ent.
11435 Monderson Si. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tconl.corn
BLOCKERS, new &

WANT TO SELL
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's - 1970's, BO.

WANT TO BUY

Model AM- 1is for AM Broadcast Band radio interference.
Model RF1is for Short Wave, Ham Radio, CB etc.

Call Carole Gilano/Bellaire Tower
property manager 415-652-7298

TOWER SIGNS

PLAYBACK HARDWARE

www.ky-filters.com

WANT TO SELL

Acoustics First

2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
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KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

NEVER USED

TRANSMITTER
BUILDING FOR SALE
THERMOBOND steel
reinforced Pre- Cast
Concrete Building, the
industry standard for radio
transmitter buildings.
We paid almost $ 30K —
you will get it for aBIG
discount. Drawings available. Call Chuck — WCGO

847-475 -1590
AM Ground Systems Co

Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time

Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,

amgroundsystems.com
866-22RADIO
WANT TO SELL

STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
Wilmington, NC 1 kW AM
on FM Translator. $ 130,000
with owner financing. 954292-0537.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT

(CA AM 10,000 D - Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.
WANT TO BUY
FM xmtr 1kW or 500W and
low pass 20K filter for 20kW
FM, can arrange pickup, will
pay cash or issue adonation
letter which is tax deductible
as we are IRS 501c3 non-profit,
tube type is fine, may also need
larger units up to 25kW. Chuck
Harder, Peoples Network, Inc.,
White Springs, FL, 386-3974489 or charder@windstream.
net.

CONSULTANTS
OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

•

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

Custom mapping service
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

•lower Detutung

•Pre- Purchase Inspections

•loft- modulation Studies

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements

•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

•AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments
E-mail: infoeowleng,com
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AFCCE"

•Radio and television facility
coverage predictions. upgrade
studies, and facility design
. FCC application

preparation

•Contact Clarence M.

Beverage

or Laura M. Mizrahl

P

AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Frequency searches

651-784-7445

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies

v

icutIon
Broadcast Engineering Consulting

•AM/EMiNCE Applications

Fax ( 6511784 -7541

Doug Vernier

For -nore

G"
informatIon

ask

Michele at 212-378-0400 x523
or mindeniedeolc nbmedia com

WORLD

-Communications
Technologies, Inc.
Radio FrequencpilI,oad<oo
Envneerong Comultonn

Tel: ( 856) 985 -(N)7
www.connnitcchrf.c

Ne

ft

ftware for your PC

(800) 743-3 684
www.v-s oft. • 0M

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
lull NrEvkl., Front Allocation to
/peratic in AM/I'M
Had Work :Antenna and
OcNign

oiyr 45 rears engineering
and con suiting
.
eApyrience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.com

BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE

Submit your listings to: minderrieden@nbmedia.com

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC

seee

se "
464 esee,ioi

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TUBES

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
100 W
500 W
3.5 KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
7.5 KW
10 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
27.5 KW
30 KW
35 KW

2008
2000
2000
1995
1999
2006
2002
1988
1989
2008
1996
1994
1988
1990

BE FM100C
BE FM 500C
Harris Z3.5CD, solid-state
Harris HT5CD
Harris Z5CD, solid-state
Harris Z5, solid-state, unused
Harris Z7.5CD, solid-state, SPH
BE FM10A
BE FM208
Continental 816HD w/Flexstar/Exporter
Harris HT25CD
Continental 816R-4B, SS IPA
Harris FM3OK
BE FM35B

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

Se Habla Español

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

I0-737-2787
rfp@rfparts.com

Conti/we-al eb.dionic.5

HARRIS

Used AM Transmitters

nautei

760-744-0700
www.rfparts.com
FOR THE BEST PRICE

Avaimeem

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
wwve.goodrichenterprises.com.

crown IEWOROCRST

Please see our website or contact us for current listing

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
Used FLO TV Transmitters**Axcera
• • Rohde & Schwarz Harris Masiva

Exciters & Miscellaneous Euttioment
BE FC30, SCA Generator
Bird Model 8936, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load
Harris N + 1Controller
Harris THE- 1, FM exciter
Marti ME 40, FM exciter
MCI 4Port 1-5/8" Coaxial Switch
Sola Constant Voltage Transformer #23-23-230-8

RF PARTS"' CO.

INF

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB, Rohde & Schwarz and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl (650) 846-2800
Fax (650) 846-3795

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry

www fmamtv com • E-mail transcom@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

FROM STOCK

=-

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

EMPLOYMENT

FROM STOCK

ire ems.,

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
5674 11 I..
tunno Neal. sene K
Carlsbad. California 92000

POSITIONS WANTED

1760i 438.4420 Fan: i760) 4384750
',al Indi—nicom coin nerr wwwsur...,11, .. ril

Are you asmall market station needing agood nuts & bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area?
Iwill make your station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Part-time/Contract work.
Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

TUNWALL RADIO

Experiened radio station manager seeks new management opportunity. More than 39 years
experience in radio. Willing to relocate. Family-friendly format(s) preferred. Send details about your
management opening to: radiogm@hotmail.com.

SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS

Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/talk show host Adam Amick is
available for shows, correspondent, features, etc. Check out www.bleacherreportcom for samples.
Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

•

•

Multi-talented Writer, Voiceover Artist, and Producer, plus four years of On-air broadcasting/
production experience (including Co-Host mornings.) Reliable, personable, engaging. Hannamarie
Bender, 912-385-3037 or hannamariebender@yahoo.com.

NEW POWER TUBES

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361

Experienced broadcaster! Strong sense of community and a caring spirit, with a desire
to serve, uplift/inspire. Positive, encouraging and influential. Cleveland, 217-521-5968 or
bradfieldcleveland@yahoo.com.

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

Run your
employment ad
on our website
for only
$2 per word!
www.radioworld.com
Call Michele
for all the details at

AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND CUSTOM DESIGNS
330.995.9642

www.tunwallradio.com

212-378-0400
ext. 523
minderriedennhmedia.com

OPINION

RADIOWORLD

How I'd Change the FCC Rules
A longtime broadcaster weighs in on AM improvement, translators and more

COMMENTARY
BY CARL COMO TUTERA
We embrace change in the broadcast
industry to help us achieve results: to get
better coverage for our content, to reach
more people, to increase our ad rates
and income.
Even the FCC will tell you they want
change. They talk about it constantly
when it comes to helping AM operators; but we know action speaks louder
than words. Ijust came back from a
visit at the FCC. Iwas greeted warmly
by senior staff members; but change to
them is measured in years, not months.
Here are afew things that could help
AM operators by giving them additional
leeway.
An FM translator window
for AM radio may not bring
about any new channels, at
least in medium to major markets; the band is just about
filled now, so find aspot within your signal and get it on. If
abroadcaster is able to own or
buy/lease atranslator in its .025
mV/m AM contour, it should
be able to move that translator beyond the 2 mV/m signal Carl Como
rule now imposed to anywhere
within the .025 mV/m AM contour, and
do so as aminor change. The FCC also
should eliminate its related limitation of
25 miles from the transmitter.
How can an AM be competitive when
its nighttime coverage area is less than
10 miles in most cases, and directional
as well? A few watts or even hundreds
of watts at night won't get you anywhere
in a market today. The idea is to offer
coverage to all your listeners, day and
night; to do that, AM stations need relief
from onerous rules. Put more RF in your
AM coverage area. Let's ease the nighttime interference limits so AM stations
can increase power to cover their markets more adequately at night. A cleaner
signal and sound will go along way. You
can see and hear the interference around
you: cell phone towers, bridges, elec-

WRITE TO RW
SEND A LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Email radioworld@nbmedia.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.
Please include issue date.
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trie wires, not to mention all
the unseen interference, with
computers, handheld devices,
constructions site and so much
more. More RF will help bring
more signal into weak areas.
ORLANDO
Let's look at Orlando,
Tutera
where my son Carmine and I
operate WRSO(AM) and an FM translator, and wish to move two more to
Sanford and Kissimmee.
I am sure it's like many markets
across America. Three major groups
control 15 signals here, not to mention
FM translators that promote content on
their HD channels or are used to further
expand AM coverage areas. What happened to the caps imposed on ownership
rules? FCC staff says "don't go there:'
but I say those caps should apply to
translators as well.
Orlando now becomes a market for
group operators, raising the number of
signals to more than 20 by three groups.
What exists now under FCC rules is a "de
facto" increase in station ownership in a
number of markets. Major groups could
even decide to run commercial-free just
so they can tie up aformat or content that
you may have been looking for.
So insist on caps. Male translators
count in ownership for everyone who
owns or leases them.
Also, cut the nighttime interference
protection limits on the clear-diannel
AM stations, since most if not all of
the powerhouse stations are owned by

the same three or four groups in most
markets. In years gone by, some 50,
,000watt stations would serve rural towns
and communities; now those areas are
being attended to by licensed stations of
their own. Give it up for the good of all
local broadcasters. Cut interference protection limits to the point where the day
and night signals are the same or close
to it; in ccmjunction with our earlier
proposal about FM translators, now the
playing field will look abit more level.
Also, do away with the rules on
power limits among FM translators and
IF channels (translators) to effectively
give more power without causing inter-

August
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ference. Many engineers will tell you
it's arule that doesn't belong; any problems will be small and can be solved
with afilter.
SOUND OFF
Seek immediate action by the FCC
or enlist help from your congressman,
senator, trade publications and the
NAB. Tell them to move these issues to
approval. Stop the rhetoric and start the
action to help AM broadcasters in small
and large markets to make radio better
in communities all across the country.
AM broadcasters need help before
their transmitter sites turn into flea
markets. The fixes above are easy and
cost-effective. It's up to all broadcasters
to demand action. We have discussed
these issues over and over; we all know
what needs to be done.
Any technical person will tell you
that allowing these simple changes will
not affect or damage existing stations.
The coverage has always been local
and the content as well. Let local radio
do its job more effectively by giving it
some changes in the rules to enhance
their facilities so they can compete
more effectively. Let's not talk further
about the demise of AM, but about the
rebirth of anew and local medium that
has done more good for more people by
providing local news, talk, information,
sports and a variety of other programs
to entertain listeners everywhere.
The author will mark his 55th year in
broadcasting in 2015. He started as a
DJ at WTAY(AM) in Robinson, Ill., and
ended his on-air career at WOKY(AM)
in Milwaukee. He's been agroup manager, vice president of a major-market
group operator, and an owner operator and builder of stations across the
country.

IREAD ER'SFORUM
BBG, POORLY MANAGED
Good for RW to finally devote sufficient space to this instead of just parroting
BBG or IBB press releases ("How Effective Is the BBG in 2014:' June 4 issue).
As your readers can see, this is not a simple story but deserves attention
because any expenditure of public funds, including the FY 2015 $720 million
request, should be understood by tax payers.
And what they should know is that this has long been one of the most poorly
managed agencies in the federal government, with documented failures when
it comes to news and programming. Many of these were detailed by the BBG
Watch website which, along with HR 4490, is now the target of the wrath of
BBG/IBB managers trying to hold on to their GS or SES jobs.
Dan Robinson
Potomac, Md.
The author is aformer VOA White House, congressional and foreign correspondent.
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OPINION
READER'SFORUM
THE CASE OF THE NAKED TOWER
We received numerous comments about the July 7 online story
"The Case of the Naked Tower," in which Mike Rapeer of Conoisseur
Media in Pennsylvania discovered that a tower at his mountaintop
transmitter site had been "decommissioned" without any notice.
Mike's photos of the tower are shown here.
While I'm not sure about the legal mechanics, in the abstract
Iwould not be above filing a police report for theft and property
damage.
Pretty sure that tower crew won't make such an egregiously stupid
mistake again after getting afelony indictment against them.
Aaron Read
President & Owner
Fried Bagels Broadcast Consulting
Providence, R.I.

This exact thing happened to me! Iwas driving to another one of
my sites and was listening to another one of our stations when Iheard
it go silent. Idrove up to that site and found atower crew cleaning up
their gear with all my antennas (except my broadcast antenna) in the
back of their truck!
Marcos O'Rourke
Chief Engineer
K- Wave Radio
Costa Mesa, Calif.

Iwill admit that this is really bizarre. And your company sold the
site to whom?
This is the downside to selling off station assets for some quick
cash. It's not pretty, and acomplete pain to boot.
Michael Payne
Contract Engineer
Twin Falls, Idaho
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RAI Amsterdam
Conference 11-15 September IExhibition 12-16 September
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Discover More
IBC stands at the forefront of innovation, drawing more than 52,000+ creative,
technical and business professionals from over 170 countries. It couples a
comprehensive exhibition covering all facets of today's industry with a highly
respected peer reviewed conference that helps to shape the way the industry will
develop.
Also, take advantage of a variety of extra special features included as part of your registration at no extra cost:
•

IBC Content Everywhere
IBC Content Everywhere Europe is the first in a
series of exciting new events focusing on rich media
production, devices, apps, digital marketing, social
media, content personalisation, big daza, cloud
services, second screens, investment and much more

• IBC Big Screen Experience
providing the perfect platform for manufacturer
demonstrations, ground breaking screenings and
insightful, free to attend conference sessions focusing
on the latest developments in digital cinema

www.ibc.org
IBC Third Floor, 10 Fetter Lane, London, EC4A 1BR, UK
t. +44 (0) 20 7832 4100 f. +44 (0) 20 7832 4130 e. info@ibc.org

•

IBC Workflow Solutions
dedicated to file- based technologies and provides
attendees with the opportunity to track the creation
management journey

• IBC Awards
celebrating the personalities and the organisations best
demonstrating creativity, innovation and collaboration
in our industry
•

Future Zone
atantalising glimpse into the future of tomorrow's
electronic media

wheatstone-radio.corn
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